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A: @Asif Ahmed, this is just a problem with your browser, it can be shown on you screen and does not affect functionality of
the website! So, instead of using the Firefox extension, try to use a different web browser like Google Chrome, which won't
have any such problems. Q: How does an autowired singleton bean get instantiated when there is no @Inject annotation? How
does an autowired singleton bean get instantiated when there is no @Inject annotation? I know it is being instantiated when
there is no @Autowired on the constructor, but when I remove the constructor from a singleton bean and the @Autowired on
the getInstance() method, the same thing happens. Does it have to be something that I did wrong? And what happens to the
singletons when the @Autowired method is declared without the @Inject annotation? A: I wrote a blog post on this and that
can be found here: Show HN: Bloggerify.me - A tool to automatically push blogs to Tumblr. - muhfuhkuh We just launched
bloggerify.me: www.bloggerify.meBloggerify.me takes your blog and converts it into a Tumblr blog. Once on Tumblr, your
blog will have the same layout as a Tumblr blog, giving you immediate access to Tumblr's commenting and reblogging.Here
are a few features I'd like to point out: 1) Supports New Domain blog. If you are going to make a new blog for your company,
create a new account, then push to bloggerify.me; this will keep your original blog as a backup and your new blog as your new
Tumblr blog.2) Supports only a couple of posts in a Tumblr blog, other posts of that blog will appear as plain text instead of
images. The images will be kept in the original blog's folder, however.3) Supports only one type of content in blog post, the
other types will be saved in their original blog, making them available as links in the Tumblr blog.4) Supports metadata with
the following fields: Title, Type,
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